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P O W E R  I N  N U M B E R S

The wsibsettlements.com Union Membership

Program was created to provide trade union

members with a tailored package to help them

with their claims with the Workplace Safety &

Insurance Board (WSIB). 

Members will be able to access the various tools

we have created, to empower them to gain the

benefits to which they may be entitled for their

workplace accident or illness.

C R E A T E D  B Y

E X P E R T S

 J U S T  F O R  Y O U !



WSIB Settlement Kits

All Kits are free to use and come with a

short instructional video. Members can

access our Kits and other resources

from our Member Centre. They can

choose the Kit that will address their

issue and have it uploaded directly to

the WSIB in just a few minutes.

Just Ask Joe

Members who want answers to specific

questions regarding their claim can

participate in the Just Ask Joe feature

in the Plus and Full Access Plans. They

can also upload a decision letter or

other document for which they would

like an opinion.

Referral to Approved Paralegal 

With over 30 years of experience

representing injured and ill workers, we

know that in certain cases it may be

more appropriate for a member to have

hands-on representation. We can

provide a referral to an approved and

properly vetted paralegal and at a

preferred rate for our members.

Case Assessment & Recommendations

The WSIB decision-making process can take

significant time and can be very confusing.

Knowing whether your case has merit or is

headed in the right direction can avoid a lot

of stress and lengthy appeals. Having your

case assessed by an expert with written

recommendations provided can offer peace

of mind.

Weekly Vlog

During his weekly vlog, Joe will share his

extensive experience and reveal important

information about the inner workings of the

WSIB, its' vast infrastructure, the decision-

making process and the role of the

organization's power players. He will

respond to questions from members. 

Be Informed

It has been our experience that the WSIB

regularly makes changes to the system

which impacts the various benefit

structures. This can be very confusing to the

claimant. This feature of our program

provides members with peace of mind by

receiving a special alert when the WSIB

makes changes that may affect their

benefits and be provided with the tools to

take any necessary action.

Union Member Plan
$35.00 per month

UMP

Not all WSIB claims are contentious. However, decades of experience tell us

that the WSIB system is extremely complex and laden with ambiguity. This

existential fact has created an environment of mistrust for claimants. For

unionized workers, unions have had to step up to provide assistance to their

members, thus increasing their operating costs and one difficult to project. 

The wsibsettlements.com Union Member Program is accessible to union

members enrolled in the program for a small monthly fee. It provides them

with access to the basics of WSIB, as well as all of the other specialized tools,

to ensure their claims are being handled properly and they are provided with

all the benefits they are entitled to.

MEMBER BENEFITS

Contact our Customer Success Team at:  customersuccessteam@wsibsettlements.com for your
Union Membership Program Activation code 


